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Wall Commercial Loudspeaker of Public Address System

RH-AUDIO Wall Commercial Loudspeaker of Public Address System RH-MS12 is designed with
full ABS compact enclosure,which was injected with a circle mesh on its front to give sound
out,and a injected mounting hook on the rear to allow you to install the speaker fast and easily.

This wall mounted speaker gives economical solution in the 70 Volt and 100 Volt distributed
speaker systems of the venues such as supermarkets,bookstores,museums etc.

The Characteristics of the commercial speaker mounts:
The way to make a sound without a horn. The flat art speaker does not have a horn. It makes a
sound by stimulating the curved waves in the sound board, and it's a plane 180 degree, different
from 40 to 90 degrees of the traditional horn. The melodious and powerful sound can be heard
anywhere in the listening space, and everywhere is the "emperor position".
The effect of sound quality. The sound propagation of wall mountable speakers is very sensitive,
the directivity is wide, the sound field is evenly distributed, the sound quality is clearer, the
transient response is good and the bass is strong. The sound principle makes the audience hear
"Ears are not painful when the sound is close, and the sound is clear in the distance. We do not
know where the sound comes from but the music is everywhere. It has realized the hearing
enjoyment of" no distance, all space "!

※With rated power 6W/ 10W.
※With speaker unit: full range 6.5"*1.
※ Built-in 100V transformer (This technique of line input 100V reduces signal losses on a
longer distance and allows easy parallel connection of multiple loudspeakers).
※ Full ABS enclosure.
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※ Easy and secure wall mount through the mounting hook.

The specifications of Wall Commercial Loudspeaker:

Model RH-MS12

Rated Power 6W/10W

Line Voltage 100V

Frequency Response 110Hz-15KHz

Sensitivity(1w,1n) 92±3 Db

Dimension 260*180*120mm

Finished White

Material ABS

Speaker Unit 6.5"*1

Weight 1.0kg
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